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Role of Fire Investigation



Fire Investigation at BRE

– Fire development
• How and why did the fire develop in 

the way that it did?

– Building performance
• How did the building react/respond to 

the fire?

– Implications
• What can we learn?
• Who is at fault?

• Criminal – breaches of law?
• Civil – who pays and how much?



The Virtuous Cycle of Fire Investigation

What we know

Research

Report of 
findings

An investigation

An accident/fire

What we do

Implementation

Propose
safer/better 

system of work

Recommendations



External Fire Spread – Spandrel Panels



Problem?

– Very well publicised...
– Particularly in light of overseas fires

– But well understood?



Expectations of external fire 
spread
– If fire breaks out in the building 

unchecked…
– Fire will grow to flashover
– Windows break
– Flames extend upwards
– Windows on floor above break
– Contents on floor above ignite
– Repeat

– All of the above steps take time

– The external façade should not 
contribute to the fire spreading more 
quickly than as shown above

External
cladding
contributes to
flame spread -
Risk of
secondary fires
at all levels

External fire
incident

If secondary
fire is
allowed to
develop then
process is
repeated

Flames break out
and attack adjacent
windows.

Initial fire is
allowed to
develop and
flashes over

Rapid Fire Spread Restricted Fire Spread
Cladding system contributes to flame
spread resulting in risk of multiple
simultaneous secondary fires

Cladding System does not unduly
contribute to flame spread. Risk of
secondary fires limited

Secondary fire



Current requirements – spread of flame

Total building height Less than 18m 18m or more

Relevant area

Any building 

other than 

assembly or 

recreation

Assembly or 

recreation 

buildings, area 

<10m above 

public access

Assembly or 

recreation 

buildings, area 

≥10m above 

public access

<18m ≥18m

Boundary

<1000mm Class 0 or Class B-s3, d2

≥1000mm No requirement
Index (I) < 20 or 

Class C-s3, d2
No requirement

Index (I) < 20 or 

Class C-s3, d2

Class 0 or 

Class B-s3, d2



Current requirements – fire resistance

Residential, office, assembly and 

recreation

Shop and commercial industrial, 

storage and other non-residential

% Fire Resisting Construction (*
period FR depending on purpose 

group)
N/A 1m 96

1m 2 92

2.5m 5 80

5 10 60

7.5 15 40

10 20 20

12.5 25 0

N.B. The Fire Resistance requirements above are only relevant to limiting the area that could 
emit radiation to nearby buildings, thereby limiting building-to-building fire spread



The concern

– Incidents involving fire spread via 
spandrel panels

– Calls for a fire resistance requirement 
on all spandrel panels of buildings



Previous research – spandrel 
panels
– Ashton and Malhotra – Fire Research 

Note 436, 1960

– Committee of Enquiry – Potential Risk 
of Fire Spread in Buildings via External 
Cladding Systems, DETR 2000

– Crook et al – report for DTLR 2002



New experiments

– Three experiments based on BS 8414 
test
1. “Fire resisting” (cement board – FR 

60) panel
2. “Class 3” (plywood) spandrel panel
3. “Class 0” (composite fibreboard) 

spandrel panel
– All fitted beneath non-fire resisting 

double glazed unit



Experimental findings

• Glazing failed in all three experiments

• Similar performance from the “fire 
resisting” and “Class 0” panels; both 
panels remained intact for the duration 
of the fire

• The “Class 3” panel became involved 
in the fire before the failure of the 
glazing and later burnt through
• Involvement of the panel appears to 

have contributed to the severity of 
conditions imposed on the glazing 
by introducing a flame source 
directly beneath and in contact, 
resulting in earlier failure of the glass



Conclusions

– Surface spread of flame clearly needs 
to be controlled in buildings over 18m, 
as is already the case

– No discernible difference in outcome 
between Class 0 and fire resisting 
spandrel panels

– Guidance has changed in light of new 
construction technologies but core 
principles set out in 1960 still applicable

http://www.iafss.org/publications/frn/info

http://www.bre.co.uk/page.jsp?id=3694

http://www.iafss.org/publications/frn/info
http://www.bre.co.uk/page.jsp?id=3694


Flame shape assumptions vs reality - 1960



Flame shape assumptions vs reality - 1960

– Downstand – Horizontal projection



External Fire Spread – Soffits



Problem?

– Fire spread along row of properties

– Fire appears to have spread along 
soffit, circumventing fire resisting 
construction within roof between 
properties

– Not an issue seen previously

– Not currently addressed in guidance

– Is there a new material contributing to 
fire spread along soffits?

– Does this need addressing?
* Photographs courtesy of Devon and 
Somerset Fire and Rescue Service



Experiments

– Three experiments based on ISO 9705 
test rig (with addition of window)
1. Powder coated aluminium soffit 

board
2. Timber soffit board
3. uPVC soffit board

– Compartment wall within roof, 1.4m 
along from edge of window

– Soffit boards also tested to BS 476 Part 
7 to establish surface spread of flame 
Class.



Experimental findings

Material BS 476-7 
Class

Max 
temp. at 

ISO room 
ceiling  

(°C)

Max 
temp. 
above 
soffit    
(°C)

Damage 
to soffit 
above 

window 

Flaming 
on soffit

Flame 
spread 
along 
soffit

Aluminium Class 1 879.3 72.4 None/ 
superficial None None

Plywood Class 3 951.8 26.5
Charring/ 

light 
damage

Transient 
flaming None

uPVC Class 2 936.3 220.4

Heavily 
damaged/ 

burned 
away

None None



Photos



Conclusions

– Experiments did not demonstrate a 
clear problem in relation to soffits

– Given the lack of current guidance it 
remains possible than inappropriate 
materials might give rise to such an 
event again

– Issue to be monitored for future 
incidents and/or materials not yet 
considered



Recent trends



Recent trends

– Workmanship
– Cavity barriers
– Fire stopping

– Fire spread from outbuildings/linen 
stores to sleeping accommodation

* Lower photograph courtesy of 
Northamptonshire Fire and Rescue Service



Any questions?



Thank you
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